INTRODUCTION
Frequently mentioned but little-known, even in the Bavarian Academy of Sciences, the Russian Academy of Sciences, of the lower crustaceans ("entomostracans") in Imperial Russia. Fischer had many distinguished connections with nobility and scientists, but biographical inquiries through associated names proved disappointing. Recent access to Fischer-family archives enabled a more-detailed narrative of this remarkable naturalist-traveler.
The senior author began looking for records concerning Sebastian Fischer around 1960, incorrectly believing from Fischer's valuable papers on copepods that he was a Russian. Serendipity revealed Fischer's Bavarian origins in a short biography (von Kobell, 1872) and the derivative entry in Allgemeine Deutsche Biographie (von Löher, 1878) . Thus, the search had reached a higher level, but little more was found about Fischer himself. Attempts to locate Fischer's descendants, through such a common name, were long fruitless. Fischer remained in a biographical wilderness.
A recently renewed effort by the junior author in Munich, tracking Fischer's ostracode contributions, led to Fischer's final resting place in his family's plot (dated from 1844) in Munich's Alter Südlicher Friedhof. This large historic cemetery, from 1563, has allowed no burials since World War II (Hufnagel, 1969 ). An uncommon name was part of the memorial record, pointing away from Munich yet most fortunately to a Fischer great-grandson, Prof. Norbert Fischer-Schlemm. Only months before, he had updated an exhaustive genealogical study of his forebears, using some of Sebastian Fischer's diaries (S. Fischer, 1830-1833 diaries, cited in H. G. Fischer, 1970, unpublished) . This connection enabled us to establish contacts with other family members in possession of portraits and additional memorabilia.
BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES
Traces of Sebastian Fischer's family are seen in the Oberpfalz (Upper Palatinate) of eastern Bavaria extending back to 1311, with an unbroken line from 1621 (Fischer, 1970, unpublished) . We note especially Johann Baptist Fischer (1772 Fischer ( -1845 , schoolmaster and rector of St. Peter's Gymnasium in Munich. He married Cäcilie Haimerl (1773 -1844 from Kühbach (Upper Bavaria), a village northwest of Munich. They had three sons and three daughters. Joseph Sebastian Fischer was the second son, born in Munich on 10 November 1806. The Fischer children had ample opportunities and encouragement with respect to schooling even though the family was not wealthy. Sebastian had to earn hourly wages while in high school to contribute to the household, learning early the necessity of hard work. Sebastian Fischer's older brother was another Johann Baptist Fischer (1803 Fischer ( -1832 . He was a great but forlorn hope for the Fischer family, becoming a doctor of medicine and surgery and a professor at Leiden. He died young of cadaveric poisoning (septic infection). Two of his publications were listed in Agassiz (1850) , including the 1830 addendum to an unlisted large and rare work on mammals from 1829. J. B. Fischer was also a co-author, with Carl Ludwig Blume (1796-1862), of the magnificent Flora Javae (1828-1830) (Holthuis, 1997) .
According to a specimen label in the Bavarian State Botanical Collection, Sebastian Fischer was in Landshut in June 1824, likely his first year at the university there; his age also suggests this. He entered the University of Munich in 1826, the first year after the university was moved from Landshut and reorganized. He enrolled as a candidate in philosophy to study natural sciences (von Kobell, 1872) but he soon changed to medicine, as noted in the students' list for winter 1829 -1830 (Anon., 1829 . The principal professor for natural history at that time was the popular Lorenz Oken (1779-1851), adored in particular by Fischer's fellowstudent Louis Agassiz (1807 Agassiz ( -1873 (Damkaer, 2002) . Both Fischer and Agassiz obtained their medical degrees from Munich in 1830. Agassiz's life turned completely to natural history while Fischer's was centered more on medicine. Fischer's medical studies were supervised by Ernst von Grossi (1782-1829), Chief Medical Councillor and Professor of Medicine, and Professor Heinrich von Breslau (1784-1851), the personal physician to King Ludwig I of Bavaria. Grossi left a vast manuscript, reviewing medical progress from ancient times. Fischer and fellow graduate Franz Pruner (1808-1882), both Grossi "disciples," edited and published their professor's three-volume Opera Medica, a veritable medical curriculum Pruner, 1831-1832) . Fischer was awarded the doctor of medicine degree in August 1830 with a dissertation about the toxic effects of copper salts that was based mainly from study of the literature (Fischer, 1831) .
THE PHYSICIAN IN EGYPT
In 1831, the Russian General Aleksandr Ostermann-Tolstoy (1770-1837), famous from the Napoleonic War of 1812, took Fischer as his personal physician to Egypt, a country that had then recently freed itself from both French and Ottoman rule under the strong and independent "viceroy" Mohamed Ali (1769-1849). They journeyed from Munich by post-coach from 21 to 28 August across the Brenner Pass (S. Fischer diaries cited in H. G. Fischer, 1970, unpublished) . Fischer had high praise for the alpine scenery around Innsbruck and for the naked lime-rock of the Karst Plateau. His first view of the sea was at Santa Croce, a suburb of Trieste. They remained in Trieste until 12 September, visiting the hospital and taking a special interest in patients with syphilis and scurvy. There was also time for botanizing, thus continuing his earlier interests in natural science.
Fischer departed Trieste on the freighter Gasa, ahead of a seaward evening wind and bound for Egypt with a heavy cargo of ship-lumber. Fischer noted that he and his party soon suffered greatly from seasickness. The ship's captain had a home on an Adriatic island where they had a fiveday layover. They arrived in Alexandria on 13 October 1831. Fischer soon met his friend Pruner, who already had a position at the Cairo medical school. They spent the next weeks visiting hospitals before going to Cairo on 3 November.
Fischer left several diary entries about Ostermann-Tolstoy treating his companions as if they were his serfs. On 9 December 1831, Fischer opted out of the continuing travels, telling the general that he wished to remain in Egypt. Two days later he passed a medical examination in both French and Italian, receiving an army appointment as a regimental physician-major in Damietta, a port on the Nile delta. A few weeks passed before he received any pay, then he celebrated with his Bavarian friends by purchasing medical instruments. He left Cairo for his new employment on 31 December, finding quarters at the Prussian consulate.
Fischer quickly learned of the great local aversion toward autopsies and was among the first to perform these in Egypt. He often was obliged to go alone on visits to seriously sick persons. Without assistants, he sometimes performed lone dissections at the bottom of graves. By mid-January 1832, Fischer himself was dangerously ill with jaundice. The bubonic plague struck Alexandria at the end of the month, with Fischer noting great quantities of fleas and lice.
[It was not until ca. 1900 that the true bacterial etiology of the disease was known.] By the end of February, the invalids of his regiment, as well as older veterans, had been dismissed from service and many others were sent to healthier Cairo. Over the rest of the year at Damietta, Fischer had experiences with diverse exotic illnesses; some of his diary entries were in Latin, conforming to his master's Opera Medica.
In December 1832, Fischer left the army service to become Professor of Anatomy and Surgery at Cairo's medical school in Abu-Zabel (Kuhnke, 1990) . This was a desirable post that attracted several applicants; no doubt having Pruner ahead of him on staff improved his chances (Herzog, 1979) , but he was required to find a replacement for his army position. He recorded social evenings with billiards and cards, at which his gambling winnings balanced his losses. On New Year's Eve, he and the Danish consul celebrated with billiards and champagne.
Since biblical times, Egypt seemed synonymous with pest, plague, and pox. In the early modern era, after the French occupation ended in 1805, western medical men were fascinated by the exotic diseases often seen in apocalyptic epidemics. A national concern arose to prevent at least the principal endemic diseases: ophthalmia, dysentery, and plague, with common occurrences of cholera, venereal diseases, smallpox, and even leprosy (Kuhnke, 1990) .
The medical school at Abu-Zabel located in the Cairo suburbs was Egypt's first medical school, founded in 1827 by the French physician Antoine Barthelmy Clot (1793-1868) who published books about the plague and cholera and who was given the rare honorary Ottoman title of Bey. The school was staffed by medical teachers from France, Italy, and Germany (Schäfer, 1931) . In 1837, the school moved to Qasr Al-Eini (Kasr el-Ain) on the banks of the Nile, where it remains to this day as part of the University of Cairo.
The busy month of January 1833 was unpleasantly cold and windy. Fischer met Pierre Nicolas Hamont (1805 Hamont ( -1848 , the French director of the veterinarian school in Cairo and co-author who had been in Egypt since 1828. Continuing his interests in the natural world, Fischer recorded his first insect collecting, his first dinner of gazelle, and a dissection of an ostrich, followed by a noon lunch of the roasted bird (tasted like goose), with ostrich in a soup at dinner (tasted like beef). He gave lectures (in Italian) and demonstrations (dissections) and inoculated children. In February, he noted exceptional insect collecting. Fischer was ill from mid-March to April, with sleeplessness, high fever, headache, vomiting, and delirium. He was treated with the universal cupping and bleeding, together with "clysters of salt" (enemas) for an impacted intestine. By mid-April, although still weak and resting, he managed a trip to the desert to collect insects and plants. He gave examinations, still troubled with flu-like symptoms until the end of May. It was very hot in June and July, 36
• Réaumur in the shade (45
• C). One of Fischer's many summer surgeries was for treatment of elephantiasis. On 19 August, he wrote letters to his parents and Pruner.
Fischer remained at Abu-Zabel until 1835. He was then appointed chief of the army medical corps during an 1835-1836 campaign against the tribes of the Hedschas, now western Saudi Arabia.
Only in the last months of the year 1835 in Jeddah [Arabian port on the Red Sea] did [Pruner] have the luck to closely renew his old friendship with Sebastian Fischer, already formed during his student days in Munich. This clever student-friend and countryman, who had already acquired for himself general love and attention in Cairo, was at the end of August 1835 assigned in place of a Frenchman as physician-in-chief of the Arabian army. In Abu-Zabel, Fischer had experienced the plague epidemic, had himself provided service to the plague victims in the most humane and most honorable way, and had carried out several (25) dissections. By these circumstances he was sufficiently qualified to discuss the question of the plague in every respect. He communicated his experiences with the oriental plague in the Jahrbücher des ärztlichen Vereins zu München [Fischer, 1836] . Pruner spent the remainder of his days in Arabia with Sebastian Fischer, until the beginning of 1836 when [Fischer] likely returned to Cairo from his mission to Abyssinia and the Nile Valley. . . . After [Fischer's] return from the coast of the Red Sea he was raised to the directorship of the Central Hospital at Cairo (Qasr Al-Eini) (Schäfer, 1931) .
Saying to his superiors that he desired further training, Fischer returned to Europe, staying in Paris and Munich for a short time until he returned to Egypt in 1837. By 1839, he was the director of the Central Military Hospital at Qasr Al-Eini.
The good direction of the hospital in Cairo is due only to the merits of some Europeans and the excellent undertakings of Clot Bey and our extraordinary compatriots Pruner and Fischer, who not only honorably represented the German name as physicians, but also were men of the most pleasant appearance in Egypt, bestowing numerous kindnesses upon everyone with whom they came in contact (the Austrian naturalist Joseph von Russegger , quoted in Schäfer, 1931) .
In 1840, Fischer and Pruner were accepted as Corresponding Members of the Royal Bavarian Botanical Society (in Regensburg), an acknowledgement of their wide interests and continued scientific contacts even while abroad.
Fischer survived additional plague epidemics, even his own contracting of the disease. After his final discharge from the Egyptian service in September 1841, with the appreciation and acknowledgement of the government for the risks taken, Fischer returned to Munich. Based on his Egyptian experiences, he published papers on the plague at Cairo, on obstetrics, on the clinical aspects of the Guinea worm Filaria medinensis, and on children's physical education (von Kobell, 1872) . In addition, Fischer had assembled an especially beautiful collection of African insects, mostly from Egypt and eastern Sudan (at that time, part of Egypt) (Gistel, 1846) . He soon had a private and highly respected medical practice in Munich.
THE NATURALIST IN IMPERIAL RUSSIA Russia had no scientific tradition before Peter the Great embraced Western technology and founded the Imperial Academy of Sciences in St. Petersburg in 1724. This vacuum attracted many young scholars to Russia with impressive credentials from Germany's relatively crowded scientific fields. Many of these Germans came to stay, seeking opportunities not available in their homeland. This growing "foreign colony" from Germany found appreciation and authoritative positions, and they soon dominated the initially merit-centered politics of the academy (Locy, 1936; Stejneger, 1936) . They had exceptional influence at the highest levels of the court and ministries, resulting in expanded freedom and opportunities for research, exploration, and publication.
The affects of this tight-knit cadre of emigres expanded to Moscow and especially to the University of Dorpat, founded in 1802. The city of Dorpat (now Tartu, Estonia) had an Imperial Russian University, the only one based on the German model and teaching only in German. A large number of the faculty belonged to the St. Petersburg Academy of Sciences.
The embryologist/explorer Karl Ernst von Baer (1792-1876) was the foremost representative of the iconic GermanRussian biologists sharing the period of Fischer's activities. Von Baer held the highest place as a pioneer of modern embryology and the discoverer of the mammalian ovum. His work made embryology a separate science and established its importance in comparative anatomy (Blyakher, 1955; Raikov, 1968; Jahn, 1998; Tammiksaar, 2002) . Others in the circle included the zoologist/explorer Alexander von Middendorff (1815-1894) and Fischer's friend the ornithologist/entomologist Johann Friedrich Brandt (1802-1879) (Raikov, 1969; Ilomets, 1976) . The infusion of German natural science into Russia continued strong after 1800, especially in the fluid western part of the country where universities in St. Petersburg and Dorpat retained a high percentage of German and German-trained faculty. However, by the 1860s, the University of Moscow (founded in 1755) was the center of Russian science (Raikov, 1956 ). The preponderance of Germans in Russian science was not surpassed by local groups until after 1860, a result of conscious national re-balancing as well as increasing opportunities for German scientists at home.
Therefore, when Fischer arrived in St. Petersburg in 1843, there had already been more than a century of Germans contributing to Russian science there and elsewhere. That year, Fischer became the personal family physician for Herzog (Duke) Maximilian von Leuchtenberg (1817-1852), grandson of Napoleon's Josephine de Beauharnais. Maximilian's father had married into the aristocracy of Bavaria with a hereditary title to this day. Duke Maximilian married the eldest daughter of Czar Nicholas I and took Fischer to St. Petersburg where Maximilian was the president of the Mining Engineering Institute. This position required inspections of all Russian mining districts, and Fischer took part in these journeys. Fischer's research on the lower crustaceans ("entomostracans") of Russia arose from collections made during these favorable adventures. A cladoceran Diaphanosoma leuchtenbergianum Fischer, 1854 was named after his patron. Fischer was based in St. Petersburg until the Duke's death there, at age 35. One may ask if Fischer was a better naturalist than physician, but, noting that Maximilian's older brother died at 25 and that Maximilian himself was tubercular, this may not be a fair question for that time and place.
Fischer was close to Maximilian, whom he considered pleasant and worthy of affection. Maximilian, also a member of the Bavarian Academy of Sciences, continued his brother's interest in mineralogy and his unparalleled collection became the basis of the present Leuchtenbergische Naturalien-Kabinett of the Munich Public Museum. Franz von Kobell (1803-1882), Fischer's biographer, was curator of this collection. It was ironic that in the long-futile search for a Fischer portrait, it was learned that von Kobell had taken the very first photograph in Germany (Gebhardt, 1978) . The subject was the twin towers of Munich's Frauenkirche as seen from a window of the Bavarian Academy of Sciences in 1839.
If Fischer had not first met Maximilian in Munich, he certainly encountered him on Maximilian's 1838 travels through the Mid-East. This trip was memorialized by the artist (and exact Fischer contemporary) Heinrich von Mayr (1806-1871) in a Munich publication of 60 folio plates (von Mayr, 1839) . This atlas included striking illustrations of architectural decorations, costumes, horse-riding and raising, weapons, tobacco and opium pipes, slavery, plague, prisons for mentally ill, capital punishment, and life in the harem. A subsequent version, Genre-Bilder, contained Fischer's greatly expanded captions to the plates (von Mayr and Fischer, 1846-1850) . There was a demand for such attractive folios of representative illustrations, for the sinister yet seductive middle-eastern culture was little known to most Europeans. Eight installments (Lieferungen) were planned, one each appearing every three months after 1845. These remain rare and valuable works, and we were pleased to find a likely image of Fischer among the drawn subjects.
In order to provide the most precisely explained and illuminating captions for the Genre-Bilder, we have gained as the editor Dr. Fischer in St. Petersburg, who during a nine-year stay in the Orient and in his position as Professor at the medical school and Director of the Hospital at Kassr-el-Ain near Cairo, as well as an esteemed family physician to respected Egyptian families, had excellent opportunities to assemble studies of the way of life of the Orientals under all conditions (from the 1845 Prospectus for von Mayr and Fischer, 1846-1850 (Tammiksaar, 2002) . This was followed by von Middendorff's ambitious expedition through the far north and eastern Siberia in 1843 and 1844. The Academy of Sciences sponsored von Middendorff's travels and published the scientific results from his collections. Several scientists collaborated in the publishing effort, including von Middendorff himself, Brandt, and Fischer. Fischer compared von Middendorff's entomostracans, preserved in alcohol, with his own specimens and others already in the collections of the St. Petersburg academy. Even though Fischer was based at St. Petersburg, and was a member of the Academy of Sciences, he had earlier joined the Imperial Society of Naturalists of Moscow (founded in 1805, the oldest such group in Russia). Five of his papers were published in their Bulletin, a journal begun in 1829.
FISCHER'S COPEPODS
Fischer published the first reports on continental copepods from Russia (Rylov, 1922) . Russians themselves did not begin intensive copepod work until after 1910. Schmeil (1892) , one of the greatest copepodologists, said that Fischer's publications on copepods were of incomparably high value. Fischer's excellent descriptions of species from the St. Petersburg region are milestones in the crustacean literature of his time; they are comparable to the best that came until the end of the century. From von Middendorff's Siberian collection (mentioned above), Fischer (1851a) described brine shrimp, fairy shrimp, cladocerans, and one copepod, collected mainly in the Taimyr River. Fischer described and illustrated body-segmentation, differences between sexes, and critical appendages, among which he considered one pair of maxillae and two pairs of maxillipeds (accepted then, but the modern notion is converse).
Regarding copepods from the St. Petersburg region, Fischer's reports (1848, 1851b, 1853) acknowledged the western European pioneers from the previous 75 years (Damkaer, 2002) . In spite of the earlier studies, Fischer recognized that some species had been overlooked. Fischer thought that the numbers of segments in the first antennae were of primary significance, and he grouped his many species of Cyclops according to this number. He admitted that it was especially difficult to examine these small and lively animals under the microscope, and that even in alcohol-preserved specimens the differences in morphology with age and sex and the variability of forms seen from place to place made their study challenging:
Koch [1835] [1836] [1837] [1838] [1839] [1840] [1841] [1842] [1843] [1844] established many species of European Cyclops based only on color or other less significant characteristics, so that I must be very doubtful whether anyone might be able to differentiate the different species. I have myself for a long time been occupied with close observations of copepods, especially the cyclopids around St. Petersburg, and I have arrived at the firm belief that there are definitely different species of Cyclops, that earlier were thrown together under one name. For the purpose of this particular investigation, I usually placed the living animal of the Order Copepoda with a drop of water onto a glass slide, and weighted it down (depending on its size) with a suitable very fine glass-or micaplatelet, which must be heavy enough to restrain the movement of the animal without compressing its body. By means of a needle, one can at will move the fine glass platelet into various alignments, so as to rotate and examine the animal upon its back, stomach, side, or any way you want (Fischer, 1851b ).
Fischer's last words on copepods were published by the Bavarian Academy of Sciences in a report on specimens collected mostly during his trips to Egypt and Madeira (Fischer, 1860) . During his life, Fischer discovered new species from a variety of taxa and described their colors, body segments, egg sacs, appendages, and armature. Fischer described 24 new species of copepods, several of which became type-species of later genera established by others. He is recalled in the copepods Cyclops fischeri Poggenpol, 1874 and Arctodiaptomus fischeri (Rylov, 1918) .
Eucyclops serrulatus (Fischer, 1851) . . . was discovered in the mid-19th century in a pond at Petershoff, the summer resort of the Tsar close to St. Petersburg, Russia. . . . Sebastian Fischer's . . . two major copepod papers, published in 1851 and 1853, were based on work carried out in his spare time. Although he was affiliated with the Imperial Academy of Sciences, there is no trace of collections by Fischer at the Zoological Institute of the Academy of Sciences in St. Petersburg. We also explored the zooplankton collection of the Zoological Museum of Moscow State University and no samples labelled with Fischer's name or the Petershoff area were found. After about a decade, Fischer returned to Germany and continued to publish for a while, but again, no evidence of any of his material surviving has come to light. Consequently, we consider it lost (Alekseev et al., 2006) .
FISCHER'S OSTRACODES
Beside his busy life as a physician, Fischer added ostracodes to his interests among the crustaceans, with three remarkably accurate and innovative publications (Fischer, 1848 (Fischer, , 1854c (Fischer, , 1855 . Complaining that previous authors were uninformative about their methods of study, Fischer (1854c) provided a detailed preparation protocol, emphasizing his wish to arouse interest and to stimulate further work in this field. Knowing that the tight enclosing carapace of these animals often prevents a needle dissection, he proposed killing and storing the bivalved "Cypris animal" in dilute alcohol and immersing in clear water for two to three days prior to dissection until the valves gape. Keeping the slides for another week improved the visibility of "deeper parts" of the ostracode anatomy. This advice implied that he did not produce permanent slides with durable embedding media, and thus searches for his type material must remain unsuccessful.
Fischer's ostracode descriptions were extraordinarily detailed, in both valve and soft-body characters. He joined scholarly disputes on the interpretation of the taxon's anatomical peculiarities and sought homologies in related groups. He did not readily adopt the opinions of contemporary workers, but tried to find truth from the study of particular specimens. This often led to new and surprising hypotheses. He expressed self-confidence and acceptance of responsibility:
If my specifications often contradict those of [other] authors, I would like to assure that I only give them following my own manifold convictions, and without the desire to out-do anyone. Should I later become aware of any mistakes from my side, I will surely be the first to admit them and to correct them, if possible (Fischer, 1848) .
Fischer was involved in the discovery process for the puzzling reproductive modes of freshwater ostracodes. While he reported that some ostracode species reproduce for several generations from isolated females (now known to be geographic parthenogenesis), he was well aware of the presence of giant spermatozoa and copulative behavior in others. However, the complicated system of reproductive organs in these animals, including male sperm-pumps, almost endless female spiral sperm-ducts, and giant-sperm storage organs, led Fischer (1854c) to several misinterpretations. He considered all these structures as testes and identified the real testes as ovaries. Misled in this way, he considered podocopid ostracodes to be hermaphrodites, with some specimens having more pronounced male characters than others. It took another 37 years until the main structures of the podocopid reproductive system were roughly clarified, when Vávra (1891) identified the function of the sperm pump and coined its name, Zenker Organ. In 1849 and 1850, Duke Maximilian and Fischer traveled over the Urals to Syria, Palestine, Yemen, Egypt, Sicily, and Madeira, perhaps in search of a better climate for Maximilian's tuberculosis. They returned to St. Petersburg where Maximilian died on 1 November 1852. In 1853, Fischer decided to return to his homeland where he remained a practicing physician until he died. His scientific curiosity never ceased. He was a corresponding member of the Bavarian Academy of Sciences from 1852 and an ordinary member from 1867. After a workday, Fischer enjoyed reading scientific papers or foreign-language books. He made no secret of his liberal political and religious attitudes. Letters in the von Baer correspondence at the University of Giessen indicate that Fischer had remained in touch with some of his St. Petersburg colleagues. For recreation, he worked in his admired garden behind his house on Theresienstrasse where, on 8 October 1871, he suffered a fatal stroke.
Fischer left a competent record in the early-modern development of medicine in Egypt. We continue to honor him also for his pioneering zoological research on new cladocerans, ostracodes, branchiopods, and copepods of St. Petersburg, Russia. His work was recognized with diplomas and royal orders. He was a recipient of the Swedish Order of Gustav Wasa, the Portuguese Order of Christ, and the Neapolitan Order of Franz I. Certainly the family connections of Duke Maximilian are reflected in these honors. Fischer was also a member of several academic and learned societies. "That this taciturn and seemingly strict man possessed a warm heart was proved after the fact, for he himself cared for many poor patients and did much good" (Fischer, 1970, unpublished) . He was of a noble character, with a calm and deliberating manner; a friend remarked that "he also had living in him, an antique spirit" (von Kobell, 1872). Fischer's good and unselfish life was long remembered by many citizens of Munich.
